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Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products; you can read more about our review process here. We may receive commission on purchases made from our selected links. If you've ever looked at your family and wondered why your body composition, metabolism or reaction to certain foods is so different
from their-you're not alone. Remarkably, these are just some of the questions that at home DNA kits can help you answer. While different versions of the tests may focus more heavily on different areas (such as, say, provenance as opposed to genetic background), there is likely a test out there that will be perfectly suited to your specific
needs. It's worth noting that these tests shouldn't be seen as substitutes for clinical evaluations, but they're good places to start, especially if you're just generally curious about your background. Because there are so many tests we stepped in to give you the rundown, as those can answer which questions. From heritage-specific results
that will allow you to connect with relatives, to details about your potential predisposition to diseases, there is definitely a test that will meet your needs. 1 As one of the more popular options, the depth of the information this little test provides is truly amazing – so much so that no matter what your inspiration is behind, who wants to take a
test, there is probably something in their detailed results that will be of interest to you. First off, it maps your ancestral composition from over 2,000 regions, and it can tell you more about where each side of your family is from and when they migrated there. It also allows you to sign up to find DNA relatives to further build your family tree - a
feature that can actually help you meet relatives. The detailed information that it will give you about your traits is perhaps one of the most interesting parts. It can tell you everything from why you have a particular taste aversion to any genetic predispositions. It can also tell you about your operator status for more than 40 conditions – a tool
that will surely prove useful if you are considering having children in the future. 2 With more than 18 million people in its online database, it's no surprise that Ancestry, which is also the oldest descent-tracing company, is the best in this category. This test shows you a breakdown of your ethnicity in percentage form from over 1,000 regions.
The provenance package uses an autosomal DNA test which allows them to see the ancestral stories on both sides of your family as opposed to just your female ancestors' side, which is most common. The test will also give you an ethnicity estimate that very specifically breaks down your ethnic background based on DNA markers.
Finally, this test can also help with genetic sequencing based on your ancestral history. They also allow you to in board-certified doctors and genetic advisors who help you better understand your results, as well as any health risks they may pose. The results are divided into a chart that you can send to your personal healthcare providers if
you want to follow up with questions or additional tests. 3 This is the test for those who are much less concerned with the history of their ancestors and more concerned about their own health and how it may be affected by their genetics. You will learn about your predispositions to obesity, alcoholism, baldness, and your ability to gain
muscle. The test is also able to detect BRCA1 &amp; BRCA2 genes, which are genes that indicate your likelihood of developing breast or ovarian cancer. This test can also help you understand how your DNA affects your memory and sensitivity to pain, so you can develop a better understanding of your body and mind. Ultimately, this test
provides an accurate baseline of important general health data so you can determine whether additional medical tests are worth spending time and money. 4 This could be the perfect gift for any serious family tree aficionado in your inner circle. For starters, this test just requires a simple cheek grafting rather than a whole disgusting of
saliva. In addition to being super easy to use, there are some other serious upsides to this test. Family Tree DNA tells you all about the autosomal DNA that you still carry from the ancient European groups: Neolithic hunter-gatherers, early farmers and metalan invaders in the Bronze Age. Additional results include family fights and detailed
transfer cards to help you get the full picture of your family's history. The test also provides a chromosome browser, as well as information about potential hereditary mutations. 5 Although this is definitely a budget-friendly solution, it is still super effective if your goal is to identify your ethnic origin. This test also has plenty of privacy controls
that will allow you to better protect your information. Not only does it tell you about your ethnicity, it gives you an animated map that is interactive so you can get a better understanding of the regions. This company also provides free updates to the software included in the purchase price. 6 Courtesy of Check My Body. If you want to take a
DNA test to better understand your food sensitivities, this is definitely the test for you. It tests your sensitivities to about 970 entries, most of which are described on their website. In addition to looking at gut health, digestive problems, reactions to minerals, food and beverages, the site also looks at environmental sensitivities. Basically, it's
a good alternative to one of those annoying allergy tests where you have to get stuck with lots of needles. It will tell you which foods you are most likely to develop sensitivities to and how you can change your habits to counteract these reactions. The results also give you tangible data to take into your doctor's office so that you ready to
further explore how you can work around food or environmental sensitivities. Sensitivities. are also good results to take to a dietitian or an allergist. Understanding exactly what information you hope to uncover in taking a DNA test can help you find the test that will leave you most satisfied with the results. If you care more about lineage
than health data, AncestryDNA is a good place to start. If you're looking for a test that can help you figure out exactly why you feel sensitive to certain foods, try check my body health test to get a better understanding of any allergies or sensitivities you may have. The information you hope to get out of a DNA test can dictate which test to
choose. We've compiled the categories that are the most popular considerations below. Ancestral tracking: There are tests that focus more on ancestral and ethnic tracking, so if you're interested in your family history and how it affects your health, look for a test that prioritizes descent. Genetic testing and projections: DNA testing that
focuses on genetic testing can tell you more about your own genetics, as well as the diseases or health concerns that you may be predisposed to. This can be a good option for those who are child planning. Allergies, nutrition and environmental information: If you're interested in finding the root cause of your allergy, it's best to focus on
DNA testing that prioritizes identifying potential allergens. While a lot of tests will do this to varying degrees, there are certain tests that cover more allergen options. An experienced health writer, Brittany Loggins understands how important it is to have a comprehensive understanding of the products she recommends. All the products
found in her pieces have either been tested by her first hand, or have been recommended by trusted medical professionals. Thank you for your feedback! What are your concerns? Buying one of the best mold test kits is the first step to getting your home treated for moisture, gypsum contamination, and track growth. Mold kits will detect
spores in any room of your home, and some even go into your HVAC device, and will usually give you the first results within a few hours. These first test results will determine if you actually have mold growth at all, which can then help you take the next step. While some include it in cost, most mold testing kits will ask you to send the
finished container test away to a lab for further analysis, for an additional fee of about $30-40. When you buy any of the best mold test kits make sure they use a laboratory that is AIHA accredited for testing and that they include a full report when the test is complete. Many will give you a complete breakdown of the results, telling you what
type of mold is growing in your home and how best to start treating it. We always recommend following up with a damp or mold specialist when you have the results. It common place for mold to grow is in damp or poorly ventilated areas of your home, and the way it is most spreading is via a central air conditioner. You can combat the
spread of moisture by using things like the best dehumidifiers to keep rooms free of moisture, but these are only temporary fixes. Below are the best mold test kits available off the shelf, usually through retailers like Amazon or Walmart.1. Pro-Lab Mold Test: Best Mold Test Kit Overall (Image credit: Pro-Lab)Mold testing methods: 4 | Indoor
or outdoor use: Indoor and outdoor | Lab fees included: No ($40) | Results: 5 daysVery accurateFour mold test Results in five daysExtra fee for lab to analyze resultsPro-Lab Mold Test Kit is one of the most affordable kits and gives you four different testing methods. The first and easiest is the precipitation plate method, which has you
leave a prepared petri dish on a flat surface for an hour before sealing it and letting the sample incubate for at least two days. The second method is called visual sampling. This method you use a swab to collect a mold sample and place it in a petri dish before sending both the grafting and the dish out to the lab for analysis. Pro-Lab
charges an additional fee for laboratory analysis ($40), but the results will be accurate. This company is highly qualified and includes certification from the American Industrial Hygiene Association. Unfortunately, it does not come with specific sample bags for shipping petri dishes to the laboratory for analysis. It only takes up to five days to
receive results back from the lab, which is faster than most other companies. The HVAC method is the most difficult solution, but is important. This requires you to put a petri dish to the vent furthest from ac or heater and close all the other vents in your home before turning on the system for ten minutes. Once done, seal the bowl and let
the sample incubate for at least two days. This kit can detect black mold and yeast, but cannot identify fungus or bacteria. The company's website features DIY instructions, a FAQ page and video tutorials to help you. You can also contact a representative by phone or email if you have any questions. Read our Pro-Lab Mold Test Kit
review2. Home Mold Laboratory Viable Mold Test Kit: Easiest to Use (Image credit: Home Mold Laboratory)Mold testing methods: 3 | Indoor or outdoor use: Indoor | Lab fees included: No ($50) | Results: 8 daysAccredited by the U.S. Industrial Hygiene AssociationThis kit is very easy to useGe of info includedExtra fee for lab to analyze
resultsHome mold laboratory viable Mold Test Kit provides accurate results. It also happens to be one of the easiest test kits to use, as the deliveries are ready to use right out of the box and do not require any preparation. But keep in mind that because the supplies are prepared at some point, these mold test kits have expiration dates
that you want to keep paying attention to. You can use this kit to Detect dangerous growth colonies like black mold, but it can't detect bacteria or fungus. There are three different methods you can use. All three testing methods require you to incubate samples for three to seven days to ensure you allow time for slow-growing mold and
yeast to appear. Should you find mold growing within this time frame, you will want to send a sample to the lab for analysis. This company charges $50 per sample that you submit, which is more than some other companies. In addition, it can take up to eight days to get a sample back from the lab, which is longer than most other
companies. The easiest sampling method requires you to leave a petri dish in a room for an hour before sealing it and letting it incubate. The second you use a cotton swab to determine whether the visible mold that you find in your home is alive or not. The last and most difficult test method requires you to place a test set on the air valve
furthest away from your central air system. You must then close all the other vents and have the system run for a few minutes. Once done remove the bowl and seal it so the sample can incubate. Read our Home Mold Laborator Viable Mold Test Kit review3. Healthy Home 5-Minute Home Mold Test: Fastest Mold Test Kit (Image credit:
Healthy Home)Mold testing methods: 1 | Indoor or outdoor use: Indoor | Laboratory fees included: Yes | Results: 5 minutes5 minutes to get resultsQuickly identifies black moldLab consultation price includedNed one test methodThe Healthful Home 5-Minute Home Mold Test is the perfect test for anyone who needs quick results. As the
name states, it only takes five minutes to get results, which is good if you're worried that you might have black mold growth. Most other test kits require you to wait two to three days for results. For more detailed results, send your sample into your company's lab. This costs extra money, but can give you peace of mind or help you decide
what course of action to take. The lab's turnaround time is only five days, so you don't have to wait that long for results. This set offers only one test method: Using a swab, collect samples of mold and place them in two collection trays. Then you release a special liquid on the sample and your results will show up shortly thereafter. Overall,
this test method is very easy to use and requires a little preparation. The kit itself is more expensive than the top three products, but the fee for lab results is average. Although this set costs more to spend, it can also help you shop faster. This company is AIHA certified and offers phone and email support if you have questions about your
test experience. Read our Healthy Home 5-minute Home Mold Test review4. EMSL Mold Swab Test Kit: Best lab test (Image credit: EMSL) Excellent lab testsFree kit on applicationPost paidMore expensive than someEMSL has a wide range of test kits for all kinds of spores, microbes, environmental impacts on (and around) your home.
The grafting mold test kit it does is among the most you can buy and we like this one because the emphasis is put squarely on the lab report. When you commit to a laboratory report, you get the test kit free of charge, and return postage is already paid. The fee here is $75, which is more expensive than some other mold test kits, but we
feel like you're getting good value here. The laboratory results are very accurate and each of emsl's laboratories is accredited by several organs, including AIHA. There are a good number of EMSL labs throughout the US, so depending on your location, you can actually get results in 24-hours if you really need them. It is faster than any
other test kit on this list. The kits themselves are very easy to set-up and they will grow spores within a few hours when positioned correctly. They are not as good at HVAC testing as our best choice, but handle all other rooms with ease. Overall highly recommended if you need to know exactly what mold you are dealing with.5.
ImmunoLytics Value Test Kit: Easiest to Use(Image credit: ImmunoLytics)Mold testing methods: 1 | Indoor or outdoor use: Indoor | Laboratory fees included: Yes | Results: 7 daysMently mycology included Very Easy To UseNot certified by American Industrial Hygiene AssociationA basic mold test kit, like the ImmunoLytics Mold Test Kit,
can help determine if your house has a mold problem. With it, you can test indoor air. The best feature of ImmunoLytics kit is that full laboratory analysis is included at no extra cost; You also get a report that you can present for mold removal and cleanup specialists which can save you money. By opening the included petri dish and
leaving it exposed for an hour to the air you want to test, you have successfully collected a sample. The petri dish is ready to use and you don't need to add a growing medium. You can start testing the sample immediately with the total set. If you want to get a more detailed report, you can submit your sample to the lab for testing, but keep
in mind that ImmunoLytics is not certified by the American Industrial Hygiene Association.Read our ImmunoLytics Mold Test Kit review6. Mold Armor Do It Yourself: Great Brand (Image credit: Mold Armor)Mold testing methods: 3 | Indoor or outdoor use: Indoor and outdoor | Laboratory fees included: No | Results: 48 hoursEasy step-by-
step instructionsInd door and outdoorExtra fee for lab to analyze resultsMail-in lab results are slow and expensiveT mold armor does it even test kit requires very little setup and testing for mold in the air, HVAC systems and surfaces. The tests take at least two days to incubate and mature, or you can send samples to a certified mycology
laboratory to help you identify the exact types of mold in your home. Laboratory tests cost extra, and it takes three weeks for you to receive a custom report - the longest wait time for all the test sets we reviewed. Mold lab is certified monthly by the American Industrial Hygiene Association (AIHA) so you can be sure that the results are
correct and and This kit costs less than $8 and comes with all the supplies to complete the three available tests. You get a petri dish, a growth agar and a cotton swab. The instructions suggest testing both indoor and outdoor air, but because the kit comes with only one bowl and a growth agar, testing both indoor and outdoor air requires
two kits. Mold Armor kit does not identify fungus, yeast or pollen, and you do not have the ability to send a blanket, substance or wall sample to the lab for analysis. Read our Mold Armor Test KitHow to choose the best mold test kitThere are a few important things to consider when choosing a mold test kit. These include the types of
consumables that are included and the customer support that is available. Here are the main factors to think about making sure you choose the best mold test kit for your situation. Test suppliesIt is important to find a mold test kit that includes all the necessary equipment to collect complete samples. If a test kit can collect surface samples
but does not include swabs or adhesive strips, you will need to look elsewhere to buy these items for an additional price. Normally, you can determine what types of tests the kit can perform by looking at the included supplies. Help and supportReputable mold testing companies include their phone numbers and email addresses on their
websites. In addition to contact information, you can choose a business that has strong support options, including FAQs and video guides. Aside from our top two products, the Pro-Lab Mold Test Kit and the Home Mold Laboratory Viable Mold Test Kit, you can find full customer support with Healthful Home's 5-minute Mold Test and Mold
Check Whole House Mold Test.It also is handy if either the kit itself or the website offers a guidebook to tell you how to test for mold and identify what you find. If you suspect that your home is infested with some kind of mold, it is important to identify and deal with the problem as soon as possible. Home mold test kits give you an excellent
tool in the fight against mold and other harmful attackers. How much do mold test kits cost? The cost of mold test kits ranges from about $10 up to $395, with more expensive kits typically including multiple tests and supplies like swabs, test plates and adhesive strips. Other services, such as lab analysis, can add as much as $40 to the
total cost. Why trust us on mold test kits? We have been undergoing mold test kits for over 11 years. For our most recent evaluation, we spent over 30 hours comparing each set's testing methods, including supplies, ease of use, prices and certifications. We wanted the number one option to discover black mold and other dangerous
growth colonies while still being easy to use. In addition, we wanted our best overall choice to offer fast results and fast lab turnaround time so you can threats to you and your family's health. The most ranked test sets in our range are AIHA certified and offer professional staff help you get support by phone and email. How we evaluated
the best mold kitsBut we did not test these kits ourselves, we have compared their supplies, testing methods and support features to determine which was the easiest to use. Since mold can greatly affect you and your loved ones' health, we gave more points to kits that require shorter incubation times and have faster lab turnaround. We
have also checked to see what types of testing methods each kit offers. Typically, kits that offer more testing methods scored higher in our comparison as they give you more options to work with. We gave more points to kits that could detect a greater number of growths, including yeast, mold, fungus and bacteria. Kits that let you take
HVAC samples and outdoor testing, and which allow you to submit physical samples scored higher as they were more spacious. Scores were also higher for kits that provide professional supplies like petri dishes, swabs, sample bags and adhesive strips. Similarly, the support offered by the company affected our locations. If there are
more opportunities for customer contact and more ways to find answers to questions, including a frequently asked question and video guides, companies scored higher. While we didn't score test kits based on their prices, we did determine whether a product's price was justified. The total cost of a mold testing experience includes the
initial price of the kit and the price of laboratory analysis. Some products cost very little at first, but are expensive if a lab test is needed. Necessary.
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